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is trapped in them,” this world “is white no lon-
ger, and it will never be white again.”

Racism, queerness, and the experience of be-
ing an outsider, as well as the burden of history 
that frames our mindsets and perspectives on the 
present, are also key themes in Aykan Safoğlu’s 
work. In fact, Baldwin himself is a central figure 
in the Turkish artist’s first solo exhibition Ebbe/
Flut in Switzerland.

Conceived in two consecutive parts, the show 
presents different constellations of Safoğlu’s 
video and photo works. Baldwin appears in the 
second chapter Flut (High Tide) as the main 
pro tagonist of the video Off-White Tulips (Kırık 
Beyaz Laleler) (2013). Although the title might 
be read as a reference to Baldwin’s critique of 
white supremacy in “Stranger in the Village,” the 
video mentions the writer’s stay in Leukerbad 
just in passing. Instead, Off-White Tulips focuses 
on Baldwin’s time in Istanbul, where the author 
lived on and off for almost ten years. 

In the video, Safoğlu presents a series of pho-
to graphs of Baldwin taken in Turkey by the film-
maker and photographer Sedat Pakay, combin-
ing them with his own family snapshots and 
portraits. Safoğlu embeds them in a narrative 
that pays homage to Baldwin and intertwines 
the writer’s biography with the artist’s own to 
examine Turkish history and popular culture: 
Baldwin’s writing, as the artist states in the 
voice-over of the video—addressing the author 
in Turkish directly—made him clearly see the 
ways we experience life. The photographs of 
Baldwin in Turkey on the other hand helped him 
to understand not only the author better, but also 
his own home country. 

Photography as a means to relate to the world 
and the intermediality between video and pho-
tography play a crucial role in the first chapter of 
the exhibition Ebbe (Low Tide) as well. In the 
two-channel video installation Untitled (Gülşen 
and Hüseyin) (2015), the artist can be seen in 
his studio with the Turkish educator and social 
worker Gülşen Aktaş, who is dressed in a black 
suit, wearing sunglasses. Safoğlu takes pictures 
of her as she poses as his uncle Hüseyin. Using 

the screenlife format, the artist unfolds a narra-
tive by simply opening QuickTime clips, photo-
graphs, and browser tabs one after the other. On 
the one screen, a black-and-white photo of Hü-
seyin repeatedly appears next to the footage of 
Gülşen in the studio. It shows him, like Gülşen, 
wearing sunglasses and a black suit. Meanwhile, 

ing; they tumble down through the hazy blue sky, 
as if dead, only to catch themselves, and rise back 
up. To the extent that SSRC has a protagonist, 
it is a member of the mostly African American 
community of pigeon trainers, who speaks softly 
about a life spent caring for the birds. Close-ups 
show his hands smoothing tail feathers, some-
how both firmly and gently. Another man cra-
dles a bird in his hand, proudly narrating the 
bird’s ease there. As if waiting for God, the men 
gaze skyward with shielded eyes. It goes with-
out saying that their calm and care break with the 
cultural reputation of straight male-dominated 
clubs, teams, societies, and the racist stereotypes 
placed on Black men. The same goes for the pi-

geons’ dignity, in contrast to the maligned urban 
reputation of the species. Sparse interviews sub-
tly fill out the individual within the group; an 
important social effect, but also an aesthetic one, 
like figure and ground. 

As Afsah’s most recent work, SSRC empha-
sizes that she’s heading toward deeper aesthetic 
and social complexity. Earlier works, which 
lack the complicating effect of spoken testimo-
 ny, burn more quickly. TOURNEUR (2018) and 
VIDOURLE (2019) depict ostensibly nonlethal, 
bullfighting-style games in southern France. 
While both works achieve important social de-
pictions, their effect is dampened by a cool re-
liance on their subjects’ innate magnetism and 
aesthetic form. TOURNEUR is dreamily surreal. 
Young men run around a spotlit ring, through 

genesis of social, environmental, and societal 
struggles at the same time as on the artistic ca-
reer of Serralongue himself, who was interested 
in the latter.

In 1996, during the period when the peasants 
of Chiapas rose up against the neoliberal policies 
imposed by their state, Serralongue, intrigued by 
the media coverage of the Zapatistas and their 
leader, flew to Mexico. Still freshly graduated, 
he began a self-critical exploration of his alien-
ation from the image and decided to spend long 
weeks at the heart of the event and to keep only 
fifteen shots. Already, he was laying the founda-
tions for a work that would remain on the mar-
gins of photojournalistic sensationalism: with-
out the advantage of a press card, Serralongue—
like Allan Sekula or Marc Pataut—prefers to 
invest himself over time and alongside those 
who lead these fights. This trip would leave a 
lasting mark on his photographic work, combin-
ing a conceptual and documentary approach. His 
work never ceases to question the concrete con-
ditions of production and dissemination of the 
media image, as well as its uses and status.

“The time of my involvement is equivalent 
to that of the fight”:1 Serralongue is a fan of 
long shots. His images reflect his personal in-
vestment as much as a certain relationship with 
the subjects; they intend to extend the different 
causes’ visibility beyond the medium’s instanta-
neity whose objectivity it questions. The exhibi-
tion goes beyond the working format of series or 
photographic reports by browsing thirty years of 
photographs: from the North American First Na-
tions’ struggles against oil pipelines threatening 
their environment, to the village of Notre-Dame-
des-Landes in France and its residents, to the de-
fenders of the Jardins Ouvriers des Vertus in Au-
bervilliers confronted with their destruction and 
the evicted occupants of a workers’ hostel in 
Saint-Ouen—in the run-up to the 2024 Olympics 
in Paris—or even an earlier series on the dem-
onstrators against the pension reform in 1995. 
It shows the trajectories of individuals and the 
power of the collective from which the portraits 
are taken. As Serralongue tells the curator Xavier 
Franceschi in an interview in the accompanying 
press material: “I am above all a committed cit-
izen . . . [I] take part in the construction of the 
image of struggling communities which I join.”

And there, perhaps, lies the pitfall of this ex-
hibition, which, through the prism of the portrait, 
tends to horizontalize the fights. Although the ti-
tles accompanying the images are detailed, they 
might not be sufficient for their contextualiza-
tion. Moreover, if the exhibition deploys a vari-
ety of formats and supports (slides, digital pro-
jection, small and large formats, etc.), then its 

clouds of soap bubbles. The mood grows omi-
nous when a shadowy mass starts flitting past. 
This mass is soon revealed to be a small bull, 
whom the boys taunt and dodge, some of them 
protected by inflatable body armor. It’s ridicu-
lous, charming, and disturbing—all at once. So 
is VIDOURLE, another short film focusing on a 
shoreline, where many young men wade, taunt-
ing a creature who repeatedly charges from the 
beach, always stopping short of the water, and 
the film’s frame.

Feeling like a bridge between these earlier 
works and SSRC, the film CENTAUR (2020) 
meditates on an unsettling, highly regimented 
type of beauty. A horse dresser, clad in razor- 

sharp anachronistic threads, coaxes his rigidly 
trained animal through a kind of dance. True to 
title, there transpires a fusion of man and beast, 
although the former’s military control over the 
latter more so suggests bodily possession. That 
this is a work about dominion and vainglory is 
underlined by the presence, in the background, 
of painted portraits of horse dressers, including 
Afsah’s subject. It might partly also be a work 
about tenderness. To know, you’d have to ask the 
horse. The impossibility of doing so leads to a 
charged, if under-explored, sense of unsureness.

Mitch Speed is an artist and writer based in Berlin 
(DE) and writing for various publications. His book 
about Mark Leckey’s 1999 work Fiorruci Made Me 
Hardcore was published by Afterall Books in 2019.
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by Estelle Nabeyrat

Pour la vie (For Life) is a personal exhibition 
by the French photographer Bruno Serralongue 
(b. 1968 in Châtellerault) that proposes a journey 
through portraits of struggling people. Its title is 
borrowed from a photograph with which the ex-
hibition begins: a group of demonstrators holds 
up a banner of the Mexican Zapatista Movement 
on the occasion of their trip to Paris in 2021. In 
reference to their “Journey for Life,” which in-
vites peoples of the world to fight against capi-
talism, the repetition of this dedication For Life 
proceeds from a subtle mise en abyme. The ex-
hibition indeed operates as a flashback on the 

we learn from a series of clips displayed on a sec-
ond screen that Hüseyin came to West Germany 
in 1961 as a so-called Gastarbeiter. Severely un-
happy with the hard and humiliating work he was 
forced to do, and the abuse and discrimination 
he faced, he eventually committed suicide a few 
years later.

This tragic story is picked up again in Hunds-
stern steigt ab (Dog Star Descending, 2020). 
The video consists of an animated montage of 
scanned objects, such as schoolbooks and shoes 
or photos of Aykan Safoğlu and his parents. 
These pictures are shredded and reassembled 
on a flatbed scanner to evoke the fragmented 
and distorted nature of memories that need to be 
pieced or stitched together through association 
and reflection in order to create meaning. They 
are paired with accounts of the artist’s experi-
ence in a German high school in Istanbul. The 
narrative—again conveyed through a voice-over 
but this time in German—links Safoğlu’s per-
sonal recollections of being a bullied gay teen-
ager with constant nosebleeds (or a “special 
child,” as a doctor once called him) to broader 
historical entanglements between Germany and 
Turkey. Alluding through loose yet intriguing 
associative threads to colonial politics and the 
German involvement in the Armenian genocide, 
Safoğlu further points to his own difficulties as 
a Turkish immigrant in Germany. He eventually 
mentions his father’s concern about his well-be-
ing in relation to Hüseyin’s struggle and death. 

An emphasis on the deeply personal and inti-
mate sets the tone throughout Ebbe/Flut. Safoğlu 
confronts us, to use Baldwin’s words, with our 
own entrapment in history. While the tide is of-
ten used as a metaphor for either renewal and 
hope or threat and loss, these dynamic opposites 
come together in his works in a playful synergy 
to celebrate transgenerational and transnational 
kinships, to defy alienation, exploitation, and op-
pression.  

Daniel Berndt is currently a research assistant (post-
doc) in the Institute of Art History at the University of 
Zurich (CH).

Yalda Afsah: Every word was once an animal

Kunstverein München, Munich, 15. 1. –  
10. 4. 2022 

Halle für Kunst Steiermark, Graz, 25. 6. –  
4. 9. 2022 

by Mitch Speed

The title of Yalda Afsah’s first institutional solo 
exhibition relates language and beasts, but I keep 
thinking about men. In four films, groups of men 
interact with pigeons, bulls, and a horse in ritu-
als of militant vanity, throbbing machismo, and 
tenderness. The show becomes a four-part eth-
nographic mosaic, wherein aesthetics displace—
for the most part—explication. Afsah thrives on 
that “for the most part.” Her subtraction of typi-
cal documentary traits, like history, context, and 
reflection, shifts emphasis to compositional pre-
cision, light, sound, and a camera that highlights 
the rhythm, and the oddness, of human custom. 
In this, Afsah risks something you might call 
kitsch realism, a reduction of documentary to 
aesthetic bluster. 

The twenty-minute-long film SSRC (2022) 
turns this risk into piercing effect. A sun-bleached 
cityscape betrays the setting as Los Angeles. The 
stars are roller pigeons, birds renowned for fall-

The further the visitors move into the space of 
the Kunstverein, the further they also move to-
ward the body of Lahire: her first 16mm film 
centers around her ongoing struggle with an-
orexia (which eventually led to her death). Ar-
rows (1984) is a negotiation between the female 
body and its political condition through images 
of caged birds, body parts, grids, and lines. She 
shares a recording of a male voice on the method 
of liposuction, her desperate phone call at a ther-
apy center, and includes the voice of Sylvia 
Plath (1932–1963) reading from her poem “The 
Thin People.” The work of the American poet 
and writer, who was depressed and committed 
suicide at the age of thirty, was central to La-
hire’s film Edge (1986), bearing the title of one 
of Plath’s last poems: images of bruised human 
faces, medical instruments, bandages, blood, or 
white foam lay bare the vulnerability of female 
beings. This thinking through and with Lahire 
further manifests in the editorial strategies of the 
beautiful small publication (the first of a series 
developed together with Belgian grapic designer 
Julie Peeters) which accompanies the show and 
features the debates and voices that Tom Engels 
brought together to surround the project. It acts 
as an intimate addition to the exhibition and en-
hances the intergenerational dialogue around the 
ecological and sociopolitical implications of be-
ing a woman at work. 

Margit Neuhold has been an editor of Camera Austria 
International since 2011.

Aykan Safoğlu: Ebbe/Flut

Coalmine, Winterthur, 11. 2. – 15. 5. 2022

by Daniel Berndt

In 1951, after almost suffering a mental break-
down, the writer James Baldwin spent some 
time in the Swiss village of Leukerbad. What 
was meant to be a relaxing stay to strengthen 
his health turned into an alienating experience. 

As a Black gay man, Baldwin was a complete 
outsider in the Swiss mountain idyll, confronted 
with demeaning stares and racial slurs. He would 
later process these encounters in relation to the 
racial injustice in the United States in his 1955 
essay “Stranger in the Village,” stating that even 
though “people are trapped in history and history 
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is trapped in them,” this world “is white no lon-
ger, and it will never be white again.”

Racism, queerness, and the experience of be-
ing an outsider, as well as the burden of history 
that frames our mindsets and perspectives on the 
present, are also key themes in Aykan Safoğlu’s 
work. In fact, Baldwin himself is a central figure 
in the Turkish artist’s first solo exhibition Ebbe/
Flut in Switzerland.

Conceived in two consecutive parts, the show 
presents different constellations of Safoğlu’s 
video and photo works. Baldwin appears in the 
second chapter Flut (High Tide) as the main 
pro tagonist of the video Off-White Tulips (Kırık 
Beyaz Laleler) (2013). Although the title might 
be read as a reference to Baldwin’s critique of 
white supremacy in “Stranger in the Village,” the 
video mentions the writer’s stay in Leukerbad 
just in passing. Instead, Off-White Tulips focuses 
on Baldwin’s time in Istanbul, where the author 
lived on and off for almost ten years. 

In the video, Safoğlu presents a series of pho-
to graphs of Baldwin taken in Turkey by the film-
maker and photographer Sedat Pakay, combin-
ing them with his own family snapshots and 
portraits. Safoğlu embeds them in a narrative 
that pays homage to Baldwin and intertwines 
the writer’s biography with the artist’s own to 
examine Turkish history and popular culture: 
Baldwin’s writing, as the artist states in the 
voice-over of the video—addressing the author 
in Turkish directly—made him clearly see the 
ways we experience life. The photographs of 
Baldwin in Turkey on the other hand helped him 
to understand not only the author better, but also 
his own home country. 

Photography as a means to relate to the world 
and the intermediality between video and pho-
tography play a crucial role in the first chapter of 
the exhibition Ebbe (Low Tide) as well. In the 
two-channel video installation Untitled (Gülşen 
and Hüseyin) (2015), the artist can be seen in 
his studio with the Turkish educator and social 
worker Gülşen Aktaş, who is dressed in a black 
suit, wearing sunglasses. Safoğlu takes pictures 
of her as she poses as his uncle Hüseyin. Using 

the screenlife format, the artist unfolds a narra-
tive by simply opening QuickTime clips, photo-
graphs, and browser tabs one after the other. On 
the one screen, a black-and-white photo of Hü-
seyin repeatedly appears next to the footage of 
Gülşen in the studio. It shows him, like Gülşen, 
wearing sunglasses and a black suit. Meanwhile, 

ing; they tumble down through the hazy blue sky, 
as if dead, only to catch themselves, and rise back 
up. To the extent that SSRC has a protagonist, 
it is a member of the mostly African American 
community of pigeon trainers, who speaks softly 
about a life spent caring for the birds. Close-ups 
show his hands smoothing tail feathers, some-
how both firmly and gently. Another man cra-
dles a bird in his hand, proudly narrating the 
bird’s ease there. As if waiting for God, the men 
gaze skyward with shielded eyes. It goes with-
out saying that their calm and care break with the 
cultural reputation of straight male-dominated 
clubs, teams, societies, and the racist stereotypes 
placed on Black men. The same goes for the pi-

geons’ dignity, in contrast to the maligned urban 
reputation of the species. Sparse interviews sub-
tly fill out the individual within the group; an 
important social effect, but also an aesthetic one, 
like figure and ground. 

As Afsah’s most recent work, SSRC empha-
sizes that she’s heading toward deeper aesthetic 
and social complexity. Earlier works, which 
lack the complicating effect of spoken testimo-
 ny, burn more quickly. TOURNEUR (2018) and 
VIDOURLE (2019) depict ostensibly nonlethal, 
bullfighting-style games in southern France. 
While both works achieve important social de-
pictions, their effect is dampened by a cool re-
liance on their subjects’ innate magnetism and 
aesthetic form. TOURNEUR is dreamily surreal. 
Young men run around a spotlit ring, through 

genesis of social, environmental, and societal 
struggles at the same time as on the artistic ca-
reer of Serralongue himself, who was interested 
in the latter.

In 1996, during the period when the peasants 
of Chiapas rose up against the neoliberal policies 
imposed by their state, Serralongue, intrigued by 
the media coverage of the Zapatistas and their 
leader, flew to Mexico. Still freshly graduated, 
he began a self-critical exploration of his alien-
ation from the image and decided to spend long 
weeks at the heart of the event and to keep only 
fifteen shots. Already, he was laying the founda-
tions for a work that would remain on the mar-
gins of photojournalistic sensationalism: with-
out the advantage of a press card, Serralongue—
like Allan Sekula or Marc Pataut—prefers to 
invest himself over time and alongside those 
who lead these fights. This trip would leave a 
lasting mark on his photographic work, combin-
ing a conceptual and documentary approach. His 
work never ceases to question the concrete con-
ditions of production and dissemination of the 
media image, as well as its uses and status.

“The time of my involvement is equivalent 
to that of the fight”:1 Serralongue is a fan of 
long shots. His images reflect his personal in-
vestment as much as a certain relationship with 
the subjects; they intend to extend the different 
causes’ visibility beyond the medium’s instanta-
neity whose objectivity it questions. The exhibi-
tion goes beyond the working format of series or 
photographic reports by browsing thirty years of 
photographs: from the North American First Na-
tions’ struggles against oil pipelines threatening 
their environment, to the village of Notre-Dame-
des-Landes in France and its residents, to the de-
fenders of the Jardins Ouvriers des Vertus in Au-
bervilliers confronted with their destruction and 
the evicted occupants of a workers’ hostel in 
Saint-Ouen—in the run-up to the 2024 Olympics 
in Paris—or even an earlier series on the dem-
onstrators against the pension reform in 1995. 
It shows the trajectories of individuals and the 
power of the collective from which the portraits 
are taken. As Serralongue tells the curator Xavier 
Franceschi in an interview in the accompanying 
press material: “I am above all a committed cit-
izen . . . [I] take part in the construction of the 
image of struggling communities which I join.”

And there, perhaps, lies the pitfall of this ex-
hibition, which, through the prism of the portrait, 
tends to horizontalize the fights. Although the ti-
tles accompanying the images are detailed, they 
might not be sufficient for their contextualiza-
tion. Moreover, if the exhibition deploys a vari-
ety of formats and supports (slides, digital pro-
jection, small and large formats, etc.), then its 

clouds of soap bubbles. The mood grows omi-
nous when a shadowy mass starts flitting past. 
This mass is soon revealed to be a small bull, 
whom the boys taunt and dodge, some of them 
protected by inflatable body armor. It’s ridicu-
lous, charming, and disturbing—all at once. So 
is VIDOURLE, another short film focusing on a 
shoreline, where many young men wade, taunt-
ing a creature who repeatedly charges from the 
beach, always stopping short of the water, and 
the film’s frame.

Feeling like a bridge between these earlier 
works and SSRC, the film CENTAUR (2020) 
meditates on an unsettling, highly regimented 
type of beauty. A horse dresser, clad in razor- 

sharp anachronistic threads, coaxes his rigidly 
trained animal through a kind of dance. True to 
title, there transpires a fusion of man and beast, 
although the former’s military control over the 
latter more so suggests bodily possession. That 
this is a work about dominion and vainglory is 
underlined by the presence, in the background, 
of painted portraits of horse dressers, including 
Afsah’s subject. It might partly also be a work 
about tenderness. To know, you’d have to ask the 
horse. The impossibility of doing so leads to a 
charged, if under-explored, sense of unsureness.

Mitch Speed is an artist and writer based in Berlin 
(DE) and writing for various publications. His book 
about Mark Leckey’s 1999 work Fiorruci Made Me 
Hardcore was published by Afterall Books in 2019.

Bruno Serralongue: For Life

Frac Île-de-France, Le Plateau, Paris, 27. 1. – 
24. 4. 2022

by Estelle Nabeyrat

Pour la vie (For Life) is a personal exhibition 
by the French photographer Bruno Serralongue 
(b. 1968 in Châtellerault) that proposes a journey 
through portraits of struggling people. Its title is 
borrowed from a photograph with which the ex-
hibition begins: a group of demonstrators holds 
up a banner of the Mexican Zapatista Movement 
on the occasion of their trip to Paris in 2021. In 
reference to their “Journey for Life,” which in-
vites peoples of the world to fight against capi-
talism, the repetition of this dedication For Life 
proceeds from a subtle mise en abyme. The ex-
hibition indeed operates as a flashback on the 

we learn from a series of clips displayed on a sec-
ond screen that Hüseyin came to West Germany 
in 1961 as a so-called Gastarbeiter. Severely un-
happy with the hard and humiliating work he was 
forced to do, and the abuse and discrimination 
he faced, he eventually committed suicide a few 
years later.

This tragic story is picked up again in Hunds-
stern steigt ab (Dog Star Descending, 2020). 
The video consists of an animated montage of 
scanned objects, such as schoolbooks and shoes 
or photos of Aykan Safoğlu and his parents. 
These pictures are shredded and reassembled 
on a flatbed scanner to evoke the fragmented 
and distorted nature of memories that need to be 
pieced or stitched together through association 
and reflection in order to create meaning. They 
are paired with accounts of the artist’s experi-
ence in a German high school in Istanbul. The 
narrative—again conveyed through a voice-over 
but this time in German—links Safoğlu’s per-
sonal recollections of being a bullied gay teen-
ager with constant nosebleeds (or a “special 
child,” as a doctor once called him) to broader 
historical entanglements between Germany and 
Turkey. Alluding through loose yet intriguing 
associative threads to colonial politics and the 
German involvement in the Armenian genocide, 
Safoğlu further points to his own difficulties as 
a Turkish immigrant in Germany. He eventually 
mentions his father’s concern about his well-be-
ing in relation to Hüseyin’s struggle and death. 

An emphasis on the deeply personal and inti-
mate sets the tone throughout Ebbe/Flut. Safoğlu 
confronts us, to use Baldwin’s words, with our 
own entrapment in history. While the tide is of-
ten used as a metaphor for either renewal and 
hope or threat and loss, these dynamic opposites 
come together in his works in a playful synergy 
to celebrate transgenerational and transnational 
kinships, to defy alienation, exploitation, and op-
pression.  

Daniel Berndt is currently a research assistant (post-
doc) in the Institute of Art History at the University of 
Zurich (CH).
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Kunstverein München, Munich, 15. 1. –  
10. 4. 2022 
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4. 9. 2022 

by Mitch Speed

The title of Yalda Afsah’s first institutional solo 
exhibition relates language and beasts, but I keep 
thinking about men. In four films, groups of men 
interact with pigeons, bulls, and a horse in ritu-
als of militant vanity, throbbing machismo, and 
tenderness. The show becomes a four-part eth-
nographic mosaic, wherein aesthetics displace—
for the most part—explication. Afsah thrives on 
that “for the most part.” Her subtraction of typi-
cal documentary traits, like history, context, and 
reflection, shifts emphasis to compositional pre-
cision, light, sound, and a camera that highlights 
the rhythm, and the oddness, of human custom. 
In this, Afsah risks something you might call 
kitsch realism, a reduction of documentary to 
aesthetic bluster. 

The twenty-minute-long film SSRC (2022) 
turns this risk into piercing effect. A sun-bleached 
cityscape betrays the setting as Los Angeles. The 
stars are roller pigeons, birds renowned for fall-

The further the visitors move into the space of 
the Kunstverein, the further they also move to-
ward the body of Lahire: her first 16mm film 
centers around her ongoing struggle with an-
orexia (which eventually led to her death). Ar-
rows (1984) is a negotiation between the female 
body and its political condition through images 
of caged birds, body parts, grids, and lines. She 
shares a recording of a male voice on the method 
of liposuction, her desperate phone call at a ther-
apy center, and includes the voice of Sylvia 
Plath (1932–1963) reading from her poem “The 
Thin People.” The work of the American poet 
and writer, who was depressed and committed 
suicide at the age of thirty, was central to La-
hire’s film Edge (1986), bearing the title of one 
of Plath’s last poems: images of bruised human 
faces, medical instruments, bandages, blood, or 
white foam lay bare the vulnerability of female 
beings. This thinking through and with Lahire 
further manifests in the editorial strategies of the 
beautiful small publication (the first of a series 
developed together with Belgian grapic designer 
Julie Peeters) which accompanies the show and 
features the debates and voices that Tom Engels 
brought together to surround the project. It acts 
as an intimate addition to the exhibition and en-
hances the intergenerational dialogue around the 
ecological and sociopolitical implications of be-
ing a woman at work. 

Margit Neuhold has been an editor of Camera Austria 
International since 2011.

Aykan Safoğlu: Ebbe/Flut

Coalmine, Winterthur, 11. 2. – 15. 5. 2022

by Daniel Berndt

In 1951, after almost suffering a mental break-
down, the writer James Baldwin spent some 
time in the Swiss village of Leukerbad. What 
was meant to be a relaxing stay to strengthen 
his health turned into an alienating experience. 

As a Black gay man, Baldwin was a complete 
outsider in the Swiss mountain idyll, confronted 
with demeaning stares and racial slurs. He would 
later process these encounters in relation to the 
racial injustice in the United States in his 1955 
essay “Stranger in the Village,” stating that even 
though “people are trapped in history and history 

Aykan Safoğlu, Untitled (Gülşen and Hüseyin), 2015. 2-channel HD video installation (color, sound),  
13́10́́. Courtesy: the artist.

Yalda Afsah: Every 
word was once an 
animal.
Ed. by Maurin 
Dietrich.

With contributions by the editor, Fahim 
Amir, Gina Merz, Filipa Ramos, and a con-
versation between Cathrin Mayer and the 
artist (ger./eng.).
DISTANZ, Berlin 2022.
204 pages, 21.4 × 25.7 cm, numerous color 
illustrations.
€ 32.– / ISBN 978-3-95476-463-1

Still from: Yalda Afsah, TOURNEUR, 2018. HD video (color, sound), 14́. Courtesy: the artist.

Bruno 
Serralongue: 
Calais. Testi-
monies from 
the “Jungle” 
2006–2020.

With contributions by Florian Ebner, Jacques 
Rancière, Bruno Serralongue (fre./eng.).
Heni Publishing, London 2022.
224 pages, 28 × 23 cm, 345 b/w and color 
illustrations.
£ 35.– / ISBN 978-1-912122-50-9
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of the Henie Onstad Triennial for Photography 
and New Media that saw seminal artists like Sara 
Cwynar, Paul Mpagi Sepuya, Annette Kelm, and 
Timur Si-Qin, traces of whom we have yet to 
see here in Stockholm. While there’s not a sin-
gle gallery with a lens-based roster in Stockholm, 
the trailblazing Oslo fixture MELK is consis-
tently launching emerging Nordic talent, includ-
ing young Swedes who are currently lacking ade-
quate local platforms, making it the must-go pit-
stop for Nordic photography aficionados.

While a long-time favorite like Galleri Riis is 
not exclusively a lens-based gallery, the program 
includes Marijke van Warmerdam and the 2019 
Hasselblad Award recipient Daido Moriyama, as 
well as local luminaries like Morten Ande næs 
and Eline Mugaas. The latter we caught in her 
eleventh solo exhibition, New Objects and Photo-
graphs, during our recent trip to the city. Mugaas 
is an artist we’re well acquainted with, both in 
terms of her own practice and her collaborative 
collage project titled Album with Elise Storsveen. 
At a past visit to Oslo in 2016, a most memo-
rable show was the duo exhibition AURDAL/ 
MUGAAS at Kunstnernes Hus, which juxtaposed 
Eline Mugaas’s photography with Siri Aurdal’s 
large-scale monumental and architectural sculp-
ture. Fast-forward to the present and Mugaas 
seems to have stayed on that track; only this 
time the juxtaposition happens within her own 
artistic production. Notably, the images display 
saturated colors and are glossy prints of both in-
teriors and exteriors explicitly devoid of people. 
Even without, Mugaas has an uncanny ability to 
make images sensual, even erotically charged. 
Before her lens, the gaze is so calibrated that she 
will find “trigger points” through colors and de-
tails, which she then uses to connect, for instance, 
a private bathroom, a dusky living room win-
dow, and an office boardroom. The common de-
nominator is that each site appears titillating for 
you to populate. At one point in the exhibition, a 
standout moment is a solitary image bringing to 
mind the work of the director Wong Kar-Wai and 
his long-term collaborator, the cinematographer 
Christopher Doyle. 

Mugaas’s imagery might be familiar, but what 
is very novel and refreshing here is how she joins 
photography with architectural boxy and cubi-
cle-shaped sculptures. Each is made in papier- 

mâché but with a refined surface evoking the 
look of ceramics, confining space but also bear-
ing open sides, thus allowing the viewer to peer 
inside a colored wall. These walls and shapes 
align well with the photographs, creating a seam-
less whole despite the disparity of sculpture and 
photography as means of expression. It’s very 
inspiring to see, and the sculptures bear such 
weight for the exhibition that—more than just 
an overture or attempt to head in a new direction 
for Mugaas—it seems like a forte that she has al-

ready distinctively made her own. For many pho-
tographers who feel the urge to reinvent them-
selves or to expand the ways of presenting the 
photographic medium toward an audience, the 
struggle is “real.” Many artists take a wrong step, 
emerging seasoned, with form over substance, 
and that’s an ugly, sometimes unforgiving look. 
This counts among the most successful leaps in 
this realm in years, and for this Mugaas will be 
remembered. 

A stone’s throw away from Astrup Fearnley 
Museum of Modern Art on the tiny island of 
Tjuvholmen is the gallerist Peder Lund’s water-
front gallery space. While not huge, the location 
is glorious and the space unmistakably lavish 
and high end. Exhibiting for the first time at the 
gallery with a roster of some of the most promi-
nent names in modern and contemporary photog -
raphy—Nobuyoshi Araki, William Eggleston, 
and Catherine Opie—is a long-standing favorite: 
Wolfgang Tillmans. This is where a disclaimer 
is in order; an initial interest in contemporary 
photography may very well be partly credited 
to Mr. Tillmans. Seeing his work in the flesh al-
ways feels like a treat, whether at an art fair (al-
most a given) or a gallery context, and the exhi-
bition titled After Venice is no exception. Words 

about Tillmans’s influence on contemporary 
photography are quite redundant. What, how-
ever, is always interesting in the case of his ar-
tistic practice are the choices made, in terms of 
both installation and selection. As connoisseurs 
will know, Tillmans’s body of work is vast and 
disparate, stretching from abstract to portraiture. 
At Peder Lund, the earliest works date back to 
2009, coinciding with Tillmans’s participation 
in the central exhibition at the 53rd Venice Bien-
nale. While concentrated and modest, it’s a very 
handsome show; glossier than matte and under-
stated. The main installation, Silver Installation 
VII (2009), encompasses two walls of unframed 
monochrome C-prints, altogether creating a grid 
of colors that brings a game of Tetris to mind. 
It evokes the feeling of rarely seeing photogra-
phy this appealing and fresh. Also present in the 
show are images of lush plants and, as a contrast, 
an image depicting a pile of wrinkly clothes un-
derlining the show’s almost lack of human pres-
ence—there but not really there. Interestingly, 
the visual similarities with the Eline Mugaas ex-
hibition previously seen at Galleri Riis are quite 
striking.

As members of the LGBTQI+ community, the 
representation of “our own” is always reward-
ing to see. Being old enough to remember a time 
when only a handful of people got to be “the face” 
of an entire, very disparate “community” for the 
general public, we’ve saluted the emergence and 
rise of queer Artists of Color seen in recent years. 
However, visiting the exhibition Queer Icons at 

guiding thread through the “bodies in struggle” 
provokes a general impression of a more formal 
reception. In fact, Serralongue adopts this ap-
proach and nevertheless succeeds in proposing 
a counterpoint of the media by highlighting per-
sonification: “I emphasize the fullness of life of 
the people photographed who are proud of them-
selves and of the struggle” (press material). For 
him, only the media image maintains the illusion 
of reality. Here, we must approach For Life by 
taking into account its introspective look. It is 
moreover in resonance with Serralongue’s ex-
hibition Getting to England, shown at the same 
time at Frac Nord-Pas de Calais, Dunkerque, that 
we must consider For Life. The presentation in 
Dunkerque, conversely, chooses to show the 
complete series of images taken at the refugee 
camp of Calais.

By making room for absence and the interpre-
tation it generates, Serralongue’s images engage 
the viewer in a utopian space. So, the outcome 
of these fights with their protagonists takes us 
into “a potential future, a ‘that-could-also-be-
different.’”2

1 “Bruno Serralongue: Political Struggle in Images,” 
interview with Étienne Hatt, Art Press 497 (March 
2022), pp. 32–37.

2 Florian Ebner, “Awaiting the Utopian Moment,” in 
Bruno Serralongue, Calais. Testimonies from the 
“Jungle” 2006–2020 (London: Heni Publishing, 
2022), p. 31.

Estelle Nabeyrat is a curator and an art critic. She is a 
methodological monitor at ENS Paris-Saclay (FR).

Eline Mugaas: New Objects and Photo - 
graphs

Galleri Riis, Oslo, 31. 3. – 7. 5. 2022 

Wolfgang Tillmans: After Venice 

Peder Lund, Oslo, 5. 3. – 28. 5. 2022 

Queer Icons 

Fotogalleriet, Oslo, 19. 3. – 8. 5. 2022

by Ashik and Koshik Zaman

Let’s make a point by prefacing this text with 
the assertion that in terms of contemporary pho-
tography, Oslo is so far ahead of Stockholm that 
it makes for a painful admission. The stretch be-
came evident in 2020 with the inaugural edition 

Fotogalleriet, one of the epicenters of photog-
raphy in the city, leaves us with mixed feelings. 
On paper, it’s a wonderful initiative; a collabora-
tive effort between the Norwegian photographer 
Fin Serck-Hanssen and the authors Bjørn Hatte-
rud and Caroline Ugelstad Elnæs, presented in 
honor of the fiftieth anniversary of the decrim-
inalization of homosexuality in Norway. Heavy 
on form and iconography, it’s an exhibition that 
does not shy away from being queer—or at least 
not the public’s perception of what it entails aes-
thetically. Glitter, sequins, and cheap fabrics, it’s 
all here. At hand are various-sized portraits of 
various queer personalities and community lead-
ers born before 1970, some mounted on textiles, 
others either framed resting against the wall or 
presented as floor-to-ceiling prints. Centrally 
placed in the space is also an installation of a cir-
cular-shaped, cushion-clad daybed enveloped in 
sheer fabrics on which written statements have 
been printed. Somewhere, there is a feeling of 
being stuck in time, being in the midst of some-
thing taken out of a Pride festival of the nineties. 
Fun and sassy. Finger snap. Of course, it’s easy 
to see how this show could have been framed 
very differently. Having said this, given its cel-
ebratory purpose and historical throwback, the 
choices made by the curator, Antonio Cataldo, 
somehow make perfect sense. Seeing the por-
traits, people of all sizes and looks, a painful re-

rid of his archive, as he said in conversation with 
Tim Clark during the artist talk at Fotografia Eu-
ropea. As if the lack of concentration and stamina, 
due to the virus, had left him space for an unex-
pected deep trip down memory lane, through pic-
tures and film material he had utterly forgotten. 
These refreshing memories, stitched together, 
have become part of First Trip to Bologna 1978 /   
Last Trip to Venice 1985, the book he started to 
work on in 2020 but was published only recently 
by Chose Commune. It collects frames from Su-
per 8 film rolls, in both color and black and white, 
that he recorded in Bologna in 1978, during the 
first holiday with Christine, and the photographs 
taken in Venice a few months before her death. 
In the two series, contexts and atmospheres are 
different and meld together public and private 
spheres: the places they visited, the streets they 
walked into, and the beds they slept on. His post-
humous look reveals precious, almost forgotten 
shots of everyday moments, with all their spon-
taneity, but also pain and loss. Bologna’s series is 
a stunning finding because Furuya did not even 
remember being there very shortly after they had 
met for the first time in Graz. Thus, after having 
seen like it was the first time, the digitized video, 
again and again, he decided to cut from the video 
the frames in order to imagine a new memory 
in the form of a book. The images, printed on 
a black background, are grainy and blurred, re-
ally close to melting in a TV snow effect, as if 
the oblivion had been deposited on top in the 
form of a bluish patina. It’s a trip from the edge 
to the center, the human presence slowly com-
ing, merging from the desolate and dark land-
scapes. Images become increasingly populated 

by a city life made by churches, people, pigeons, 
and streets. And Christine spans all of them, pos-
ing, smiling to the camera, or looking elsewhere. 
Rotating the book, the Venice series, on a white 
background, can be another starting point, an-
other way to read their love story going back 
from the closest point to her death, but it also 
makes very clear that life and death drink from 

minder emerges; how the young cis gay man of 
hegemonic beauty standards is still predominant 
in today’s queer realm. Exhibitions like this one 
are so needed to remind us of what the trailblaz-
ing “face” of queer has been and continues to be, 
even as within the queer community itself some 
will disregard it as a “freakshow” to disassociate 
with and amp up existing stigma.

Ashik and Koshik Zaman are Stockholm-based (SE) 
curators and founders of C-print Journal, a noncom-
mercial art project with the objective of highlighting 
diversity in artistic expression. Ashik Zaman currently 
works as a curator at SKF/Konstnärshuset, Stockholm.

Seiichi Furuya: Rewriting Memory

Seiichi Furuya, First Trip to Bologna 1978 / 
Last Trip to Venice 1985 

Chose Commune, Marseille 2022

Fotografia Europea: An Invincible Summer 

Reggio Emilia, 29. 4. – 12. 6. 2022

Photolux Festival: You Can Call It Love 

Lucca, 21. 5. – 12. 6. 2022 

by Mariacarla Molè

The only way I found to enter Seiichi Furuya’s 
photographs is on tiptoe. Falling within his shots 
makes you feel as if someone had just left the 
room. A living presence is still palpable, and the 
only way to come in contact with it is by violat-
ing a sacred and intimate space. The presence of 
his wife, Christine Gössler, is predominant. Af-
ter meeting in Graz in 1978, he photographed her 
throughout their life together. At home, outdoors, 
with their son Komyo-Klaus, alone, around peo-
ple, smiling, marked by illness, or engrossed in 
something. But after her death, he continued to 
explore, reread, and reorder his private archive 
with an ongoing interest.

In March 2020, in the suspended temporal di-
mension due to the new coronavirus, Furuya de-
cided to do “the final cleanup of my life” and get 

Bruno Serralongue, Pour la vie (For Life), 2021. 
Inkjet print on aluminum, Plexiglas, 51 × 63 cm. 
Production Frac Île-de-France, Paris. Courtesy: 
the artist and Air de Paris, Romainville. Copy-
right: the artist.
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With a foreword and contributions by Bjørn 
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With works by Fin-Serck Hanssen.
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302 pages, 17 × 24 cm, numerous color illus - 
trations.
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From left to right: Gudmund Vidsun, Sven Johannessøn Henriksen, Armand Henriksen, Per Barclay, and 
Brita Møystad Engseth. Installation view at Fotogalleriet, Oslo, 2022. Photo: Julie Hrnčířová/Fotogalleriet,  
Oslo.

Seiichi Furuya, Venice, 1985, from the series: 
Last Trip to Venice 1985. Inkjet print on Baryta, 
35.7 × 23.9 cm. Courtesy: Chose Commune, 
Marseille. Copyright: the artist.

Eline Mugaas, Cella #15 (grågrønn), 2022.
Papier-mâché, burlap, spackling paste, and 
pigments, 44.5 × 25.5 × 21.5 cm, unique.

Wolfgang Tillmans, Silver Installation VII, 
2009. Installation view at Peder Lund, Oslo, 
2022. Courtesy: the artist and Peder Lund, Oslo. 
Photo: Uli Holz. Copyright: Peder Lund.


